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F.A.O. Clerks, Post legislative scrutiny , Control of Dogs Scotland Act 2010  

Dear sirs/Madam, 

I am contacting you after watching with great interest the first stage of the review of the Dog Control legislation 

introduced in 2010 and effective from February 2011. At that time I was employed by a local authority and had 

already been in touch through the earlier stages of the legislation white paper. I still am employed and soon to retire 

but having been using the dog control legislation since 2011 I have been interested in seeing  it changed to really 

help make it more effective with legal loopholes also closed to ensure continued safety of the public, their dogs and 

other animals. I have already made a submission before the closing date in October of last year but having watched 

the whole two hours of the first stage of the review process I felt it would be quite remiss of me if I did not send a 

few more comments as it may well help your committee identify ways of progressing change whilst also making the 

legislation more effective. 

So following your evidence session on 21st March I felt I should write with these thoughts… I must emphasise that I 

place this information before you as an individual and not as a current employee of a local authority. 

The lack of a national database is clearly an oversight on the part of the Scottish Govt having planned it in 2010 when 

the legislation was introduced and this needs to be redressed.  

The dog chipping databases are held by different pet chipping companies and getting access to any data held by 

them is only via the dog chipping companies, it is restricted and very limited for obvious reasons. Should this be the 

only option for setting up a national database of dogs I think it would not straightforward and it may become over 

complicated and it would need a way of providing the police and councils with access to update, change and monitor 

data held if Dog control information was held on these same databases. 

But perhaps a solution is available as you will read further down in these notes. 

The current sanctions for out of control dogs are limited in deterring further issues and I think a Fixed penalty for 

some out of control dogs (even if just allowing a dog to be stray which is out of control, i.e. any dog found not with a 

person over the age of 16 in charge of the dog or present with control of the dog ( for example  demonstrable recall 

for example) should face the possibility of a fine unless it is a working dog like sheep dogs, search and rescue dogs, 

assistance dogs, guide dogs, police dogs. The PF and police are so busy with serious criminal cases that breaches of 

control notices are hard to progress and costly. Two breaches 25 miles apart, one had a £220 fine whilst the other 

had just a £40 fine from the courts (that’s half of a dog fouling fine)….that’s a huge cost for such small fines and in 

the meantime it takes months to go to court whilst the dog and owner may be still “free to repeat the offence or 

worse” A fixed penalty option is immediate and offers an alternative to a long wait at huge cost. 

Compulsory use of leads in all public spaces won’t prevent stray dogs from being out of control, (If the owner is 

present the dog may in fact be under control), it also won’t stop issues at home when postal workers , tradesmen 

etc. visit addresses where dogs are free in gardens. 

 Compulsory leads will restrict dogs on exercise chasing a ball, socialising with other dogs and playing.  Consideration 

must also be given to working sheep dogs etc. 

 Millions of dogs walks take place every day in Scotland without issue because the dog is trained, supervised and 

under control. I think it wrong to punish good dog owners with such stringent regulations but it could work for play 

parks, school grounds, sports fields too, then signs in woodlands and other walk areas to say “dogs may be off lead in 

this vicinity” to allow people to make the choice.  



 

A licencing fee of £50 per dog is a good starting point, considering how much dog food costs, that is a low price. 

Once a dog reaches 12 weeks old it must be licenced no matter who the owner is perhaps could work. Licenced 

breeders would have a breeders licence to cover each breed of dog perhaps kept in the premises, but their own pet 

must be licenced like any other? Charity rescue centres would be exempt, as would councils for their kennels if a dog 

is not claimed. 

As part of a licence renewal the form could be done on line like DVLA with vehicles licences, then any not auto 

renewed are notified to the local authority and or written to ask for renewal, a delay could incur an increased charge 

perhaps. Consideration given to guide dogs, aid dogs, police dogs , disabled, unemployed and pensioners perhaps 

with a reduced or zero fee but still requiring renewal to confirm chip details, contact phone numbers and to help 

delist dogs that have passed away. 

Muzzles might be an option for any size of dog above a certain weight whilst in public; this is good as it’s not breed 

specific if needed and no dog muzzled can bite and would under the control legislation be considered under control 

in many cases. 

Because we have problems with dogs from tourists (including sheep livestock worrying), those who are always in 

transit (travelling community who breed dogs, trade dogs etc.) are also of concern. It is very hard to police or enforce 

dog legislation so in cases like these the solution is to make all licenced dogs and chipped dogs addresses must be 

current but the  contact details must mean the owners are contactable. (People don’t think to update petlog with 

new mobile phone numbers.) Strays chip details are sometimes out of date due to mobile phone changes, owners 

forget to notify anyone.  So annual licence changes, or renewals would be an ideal time to check that and it means 

annual prompts encourage ownership details being kept up to date. 

Human offenders can be tagged so why not dogs? The costs of an offending dog tagged passed to the owner. So 

another option is a curfew on dogs causing problems, a stray dog is an out of control dog, risking attacks, road 

accidents and adding to council costs recovering and kennelling them until claimed. So could tagging be a great 

innovative option for out of control dogs? 

I would think that the companies in charge of tagging people would love the opportunity to tag (via collar) some sort 

of tracking option to allow for dogs that have previously been caught repeatedly straying and or causing problems 

out in public could be subject to a “tag” which shows when it’s out away from a property so could help identify if a 

breach of a control notice is happening. 

A law enforcing all dogs have to be MOT’s health checked at vets before being sold or given to another person would 

be great for VETS and dogs. So a licence could be used for health and welfare checks to ensure proper care. It would 

also highlight back street breeders and importers and make a huge difference to mass breeding of poorly dogs that 

suffer and die young.  Dogs with issues might be identified early. Chip details checked and stolen dogs recovered. 

Powerful and large dogs should not be walked by anyone under 16, if not able to control the dog whilst on a lead, OR 

by anyone under the influence of drugs or alcohol must not be in control of dogs in public. I have seen a case where 

a dog owner had drug issues and was letting his dog wander killing a number of cats in the process. It got worse but 

cannot be specific. 

On many occasions dog walkers also have children in prams, one hand on pram and lead, the dog gets excited or is 

attacked and the pram is dragged over or the owner lets go of the dog to save the pram…leading to an issue. So even 

when on a lead the dog wasn’t controlled. It’s not good to have both at the same time if the dog can pull a pram 

over or wrap itself around the pram drawing other dogs ever closer to the pram occupants. 



The SSPCA representative described the DDA not enforceable in private homes, this is wrong. The COD act 2010 

changed the DDA from “Any public place” to just “Any place” so attacks in private homes and gardens IS an offence 

under the DDA. 

Control notices are not allowed to be publicised but this doesn’t help victims, but there is a danger that a breed or 

dog is demonised by publicising a DCN’s and people think it is one dog when it only looks similar to the actual dog on 

a DCN.  

Social housing landlords require permission to be sought before having a pet or dog kept, but some social landlords 

do NOT enforce it and allow any number of dogs and breeding of dogs. This must change. Having permission to be 

applied for as compulsory would prevent huge dogs being kept in small flats all day and becoming highly dangerous. 

The land lord can then stop inappropriate keeping of dogs for various reasons. This will also help stop dog barking 

complaints especially in compact housing areas. 

I had a case when a person was convicted of breaching a control notice but banned from owning dogs, they got 

round that ban by giving them to her partner in the same house….no use at all, so removing a licence would mean 

that address is not allowed to have a dog, not the person. 

Yours Sincerely 

 

 

J Sanderson 

 


